A feasibility study of boron-loaded liquid scintillator for the detection of electron anti-neutrinos


Abstract

Boron-loaded liquid scintillator offers some potential advantages as a detector for electron anti-neutrinos. A research program was carried out with the objective of developing such scintillators. The crucial feature is the pulse shape discrimination properties following the neutron capture by $^{10}$B. Results of the R&D efforts are presented. The feasibility and the technical difficulties of carrying out a full-scale neutrino experiment based on this approach are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Electron anti-neutrinos are abundantly produced at nuclear reactors. Reactor neutrino experiments have been carried out for many years world-wide (For an overview of current status of reactor neutrino experiments, see, for example, Ref. [1]). The central topic in reactor neutrino physics has been the search for neutrino oscillation. Almost all of these experiments made use of the interaction $\bar{\nu}_e + p \rightarrow e^+ + n$

which gives rise to the experimental signatures of a prompt $e^+$ with two 511 keV $\gamma$-rays followed by the delayed capture of the neutron. The correlated signals provide powerful constraints to differentiate the neutrino interactions from the background. A $\bar{\nu}_e$ detector should therefore be rich in proton to provide targets for the $\bar{\nu}_e p$ reactions and also for...
neutron thermalization. Accordingly, the experiments [2–8] are all based on liquid scintillator as the detector medium. They differed only in the selected means of neutron capture which is the most important ingredient of the detection. Detection of electron anti-neutrinos is also essential in the studies of neutrinos produced in supernova explosions (see, for example Ref. [9]) or from the Earth’s lithosphere (see, for example Ref. [10]).

Liquid scintillators (for a thorough description, see, for example Ref. [11]) have been extensively used as neutron detectors. High-energy neutrons lose their energy primarily through proton recoils in the scintillator which can give rise to light emissions. The total light output due to successive recoil protons is a measure of the energy of the incident neutrons. The thermalized neutrons are then captured with a characteristic delayed time and give rise to certain signatures, producing a tag for the neutron events.

The energy of the $\bar{\nu}_e$ from the $\bar{\nu}_p$ interactions can be derived from $E_{e^+} = (E_{e^+} + 1.8)$ MeV where $E_{e^+}$ is the $e^+$ kinetic energy deposited in the detector medium. The neutrons produced in the $\bar{\nu}_p$ interactions from reactor, supernova and geo-neutrinos are of lower energy (keV range) and therefore do not contribute to the prompt signals from proton recoils. They will, however, give rise to delayed neutron capture events which provide a characteristic timing signatures for background suppression.

A list of commonly used isotopes for neutron capture is shown in Table 1. They usually have large capture cross sections, high isotopic abundance and give characteristic experimental signatures to differentiate them from the gamma background.

This article describes our efforts to explore the physics case and the technical feasibility of boron-loaded liquid scintillator as an alternative technique to detect electron anti-neutrinos [12]. The motivations, the performance achieved and the technical difficulties encountered are discussed in the subsequent sections.

### 2. Motivations

If the liquid scintillator is loaded with boron, the emitted neutron will be thermalized in the liquid and then captured by $^{10}$B:

$$n + ^{10}\text{B} \rightarrow ^7\text{Li}^* + \alpha \ (\text{BR} = 94\%; \ Q = 2.3 \text{ MeV})$$

$$^7\text{Li}^* \rightarrow ^7\text{Li} + \gamma \ (E_{\gamma} = 480 \text{ keV})$$

or simply

$$n + ^{10}\text{B} \rightarrow ^7\text{Li} + \alpha \ (\text{BR} = 6\%; \ Q = 2.8 \text{ MeV}).$$

The large cross section ($\sigma \sim 4000$ barn) and high isotopic abundance (20%) makes $^{10}$B an interesting isotope to provide thermal neutron capture. In particular, liquid scintillator can be produced with a concentration up to the range of 1% $^{10}$B by weight (or up to 5% $^{10}$B if the isotopic abundance is further enriched), due to the high solubility of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>Natural abundance</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Cross section (barns)</th>
<th>Signatures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $^3\text{He}$ | $10^{-4}$ | (n, p) | $5.3 \times 10^5$ | $p$: 0.574 MeV  \+ $^3\text{H}$: 0.191 MeV  
$\alpha$: 2.05 MeV  \+ $^3\text{H}$: 2.73 MeV  \+ $^7\text{Li}$: 0.84 MeV  \+ $\gamma$: 0.48 MeV  
$\gamma$-burst: 8 MeV |
| $^6\text{Li}$ | 0.075 | (n, $\alpha$) | $9.4 \times 10^5$ | $^{7}\text{Li}$: 0.84 MeV  \+ $\gamma$: 0.48 MeV  
$\gamma$-burst: 8 Mev |
| $^{10}\text{B}$ | 0.20 | (n, $\alpha$) | $3.8 \times 10^5$ | $^{7}\text{Li}$: 0.84 MeV  \+ $\gamma$: 0.48 MeV  
$\gamma$-burst: 8 Mev |
| $^{113}\text{Cd}$ | 0.12 | (n, $\gamma$) | $2 \times 10^4$ | $^{\gamma}$-burst: 8 Mev |
| $^{152}\text{Gd}$ | 0.15 | (n, $\gamma$) | $6.1 \times 10^4$ | $^{\gamma}$-burst: 8 Mev |
| $^{157}\text{Gd}$ | 0.16 | (n, $\gamma$) | $2.6 \times 10^5$ | $^{\gamma}$-burst: 8 Mev |
boron compounds in aromatic solvents. This high concentration leads to a much shorter capture time (a few µs) with $>99\%$ capture efficiency compared to other good isotopes adopted in other reactor neutrino experiments [2–8] where the capture time is of the range of 30–100 µs: $^3$He in Goesgen (inhomogeneous detector), $^6$Li in Bugey (0.1% by weight), and $^{157}$Gd + $^{155}$Gd in Chooz and Palo Verde (0.1% by weight). The typical capture time in unloaded liquid scintillator is $\sim 250$ µs. Based on a full neutron transport simulation (MCNP) [13], the variation of mean capture time, “straight-line” distance and capture fraction with $^{10}$B concentration is displayed in Table 2. The capture time and fraction is independent of the initial neutron energy, while the energy of 0.5 keV is used for the capture distance simulation.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$^{10}$B Conc. by weight</th>
<th>Mean capture time (µs)</th>
<th>Mean capture distance (cm)</th>
<th>Capture fraction by $^{10}$B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, boron-loaded liquid scintillator has been proposed [14,15] as a solar neutrino experiment, which focuses on both the charged-current and the neutral-current detection:

CC: $\nu_e + ^{11}$B $\rightarrow e^- + ^{11}$C*; $^{11}$C* $\rightarrow ^{11}$C + $\gamma$

NC: $\nu_e + ^{11}$B $\rightarrow ^{11}$B*; $^{11}$B* $\rightarrow ^{11}$B + $\gamma$.

Besides neutrino physics, boron-loaded scintillator may also find applications as a cost-effective and efficient large-volume neutron detector system. Boron-loaded liquid [16,17] and plastic [18] scintillators have been studied previously. There exists a commercially available boron-loaded liquid scintillator,$^3$ but it does not show pulse shape discrimination capabilities on the thermal neutron capture by $^{10}$B [19].

3. Experimental details

The setup of our measurement system is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The liquid scintillators were placed in a Pyrex glass cylindrical container, 5 cm in diameter and in length (about 100 cm$^3$ in volume), which has a high and flat transmittance curve for light of wavelength from 400 to 2000 nm. One of the flat surfaces of the container was coupled via optical grease to a 5 cm diameter photo-multiplier tube (PMT). The remaining surfaces of the Pyrex container were wrapped by aluminum foils as light reflector. The fast PMT$^4$ has a bialkali photocathode whose spectral response peaks at 420 nm with a 28% quantum efficiency. The anode pulse was fed to a current integrating ADC read out via the CAMAC bus to a personal computer through a GPIB interface. The relative light yield of the various liquid scintillator samples was obtained by comparing the Compton edges created by the 1.33 MeV gamma rays from a $^{60}$Co source.

A typical current pulse out of the photomultiplier anode has a rise time of 8 ns and fall time of 20 ns. The pulse shape discrimination (PSD) measurements were done by the “double charge method” [20,21], illustrated in Fig. 1. Three identical anode signals were fanned out. One was connected to a constant fraction discriminator for ADC gate generation (200 ns in width). The other two were delayed with different timing relative to the gate so that the first ADC input was integrated entirely to give the total charge ($Q_t$) while the second ADC input was integrated partially at the tail to give the partial charge ($Q_p$). The ratio $Q_p/Q_t$ measures the weight of the tail in the whole pulse and therefore differs for particles with different ionization

---

$^3$ Liquid Scintillator BC523A, Bicron, USA.

$^4$ Hamamatsu model R878.
densities $dE/dx$. The PSD figure-of-merit, $M_{psd}$, is defined as

$$M_{psd} = \frac{S_{ny}}{F_n + F_\gamma}$$

where $S_{ny}$ is the separation of the neutron and $\gamma$ peaks in the $Q_n/Q_\gamma$ spectra, while $F_n$, $F_\gamma$ are their full-width at half-maximum.

The attenuation of the liquid scintillator through a 10 cm long cell $A(\lambda)$, in the wavelength range of 300–600 nm was measured by a spectrophotometer.\(^5\) Distilled and de-ionized water in an identical sample holder was used for control measurements. The emission spectra of the liquid scintillator samples $E(\lambda)$ were measured in the same wavelength range by a fluorescence spectrophotometer.\(^6\)

The average bulk attenuation length ($\langle BAL \rangle$) can then be derived by the relation

$$\sum_i E_i A_i = \exp \left[ -\frac{x}{\langle BAL \rangle} \right]$$

where $x = 10$ cm is the length of the measuring cell while the summation over $i$ is over the discrete measurements in the wavelength range.

4. Results and discussions

An organic liquid scintillator [11] typically consists of scintillation solutes dissolved in an organic solvent. Charged particles lose their energy through ionization of the solvent molecules. The absorbed energy is transferred to and then excites the solute molecules. The liquid emits fluorescent light as a result of the de-excitation of the solute. A secondary solute of lower concentration is often added to the solution. The purpose is to shift the emission

---

\(^5\) Hitachi U2000.

\(^6\) Hitachi F-3010.
Fig. 2. The variation of the relative light yield with PPO and POPOP concentration, in the case with o-xylene as solvent.

4.1. Without boron loading

Both o-xylene (C₉H₁₀) and 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene (pseudocumene (PC: C₉H₁₂)), at a purity level of 99% (“synthetic grade”), have been used as solvent in the scintillator mixtures. Different solute mixtures were studied. The first one adopted 2,5-diphenyloxazole (PPO: C₁₅H₁₁NO) as the primary scintillation solute, whose emission spectrum peaks at around 363 nm, while 1,4-bis(2-(5-phenyloxazolyl))-benzene (POPOP: C₁₂H₁₆N₂O₂), whose absorption spectrum peaks at 385 nm and emission spectrum at 418 nm, was added as wavelength shifter. The amount of PPO and POPOP was varied and the optimal concentration was determined when the solution gave a maximum light yield. The results are shown in Fig. 2 in the case where o-xylene was base solvent. A maximum light yield occurred at a concentration of 4 g/l of PPO plus 50 mg/l of POPOP. However, increasing the solute concentration can deteriorate the light transmission and therefore the compositions of 4 g/l of PPO and 10 mg/l of POPOP were chosen as the starting recipe to optimize other properties of the liquid. Other solvents, like PC and mineral oil, at these solute concentrations gave similar light yield results, which were about 65–70% of that from anthracene, a commonly used reference standard.

Emission spectra of different scintillators peaked at around the same wavelength (λₚₑᵃᵏ ~ 410–430 nm). Attenuation curves, L(λ), however, shifted considerably as the concentrations of solutes changed. Their typical profiles are depicted in Fig. 3 in the case of PC + 4 g/l PPO + 10 mg/l POPOP, where the average attenuation length ⟨BAL⟩ was 6.5 m.

Another scheme involved using 1-phenyl-3-mesityl-2-pyrazoline (PMP) as a single solute in the liquid scintillator, to benefit from its large Stokes shift (absorption peaks at 295 nm; emission peaks at 425 nm). The light yield was comparable with that of PPO + POPOP.
To study the PSD properties of the scintillator at the \( > 200 \text{ keV} \) electron-equivalence energy range, the proton recoil signatures due to a \( ^{241}\text{Am}/\text{Be} \) neutron source (neutron energy of 4–8 MeV) were measured. Energy calibration was done using the Compton edges of the 0.66 MeV and 1.33 MeV \( \gamma \)-rays from the \( ^{137}\text{Cs} \) and \( ^{60}\text{Co} \) sources, respectively. A typical \( Q_p \) versus \( Q_l \) scattered plot and the “PSD spectrum” (\( Q_p/Q_l \) ratio) for the PC + 4 g/l PPO + 10 mg/l POPOP solution are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Alternatively, PSD was also observed with a solution of \( ^{241}\text{Am} \) source dissolved into the scintillator. The emitted 5.4 MeV \( \alpha \)’s gave an electron-equivalence light yield of 430 keV. The reduction of light was due to the quenching effects as discussed.

The PSD property of a scintillator improves as the amount of slow components (like PMP and naphthalene (NPT: \( \text{C}_{10}\text{H}_8 \)) increases in the solution. However, self absorption of scintillation in the solution also increases with the amount of solutes. As an illustration, the PSD figure of merit using the \( ^{241}\text{Am} \) \( \alpha \)-source and the average BAL as a function of NPT concentration in a PC + 4 g/l PPO + 10 mg/l POPOP solution is shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, depending on application, an optimization has to be made between PSD and bulk attenuation length.

The choice of solvents may also affect the PSD properties. Mineral oil tends to degrade PSD while \( \alpha \)-xylene and PC are compatible. The degradation of \( M_{\text{psd}} \) as a function of mineral oil concentration in a PC + PPO + POPOP solution is shown in Fig. 7.

### 4.2. With boron loading

Boron was dissolved in the liquid scintillator samples via the solution trimethylborate (TMB: \( (\text{CH}_3)_3\text{BO}_3 \)), which contains 10.3% of boron by weight. Scintillator mixtures with TMB concentration as high as 80% have been prepared giving an 8% boron content by weight. Even with the natural
isotopic abundance of 19.8% for $^{10}$B, solutions with $^{10}$B as high as 1.6% can be produced. This contrasts with the lithium- and gadolinium-loaded liquid scintillators where the loading is typically only 0.1%. This will greatly reduce the thermal neutron capture time, as shown in Table 2.

The measured effects in the light yield and PSD performance due to a varying TMB concentration are displaced in Figs. 8 and 9, for the cases of PC + 4 g/l PPO + 10 mg/l POPOP, PC + 10 g/l PMP, respectively. If TMB is a completely passive spectator in the scintillating process, one would expect a drop in the light yield proportional to the decrease in the amount of the solvent (in this case PC). However, measurements showed that the light yield dropped by only 20% with TMB being 50% by volume (that is, PC concentration reduced by 50%). The results indicated that TMB took the role as part of solvent in the solution. The PSD performance was also affected by increasing the TMB concentration, due to the reduction in light yield.
When the TMB-loaded liquid scintillator was freshly and cleanly prepared, the light transmission was only slightly affected. However, there was obvious degradation after the solution was left in a sealed container for three months, as depicted in Fig. 10.

The principal reason of loading boron to the scintillator is to detect the thermal neutron capture. This process was studied with the $^{241}$Am/Be neutron source. The neutrons emitted at 4–8 MeV were moderated by paraffins and water before getting into the detector. The typical thermal neutron capture energy spectrum for the boron-loaded scintillators prepared is shown in Fig. 11. The capture products (BR 94%) of $\alpha$ at 1.47 MeV and $^7$Li$^\alpha$ at 0.84 MeV energy gave rise to only about 50 keV of electron-equivalence energy. Calibration at this energy range was achieved by the 60 keV X-rays from a $^{241}$Am source. This result is consistent with those from previous measurements [16,17,19]. The reduction in light yield was therefore more significant than in the case of the 5.4 MeV $\alpha$'s from a $^{241}$Am source (where the electron-equivalence light yield was about 430 keV). This is due to the fact that ionization density $dE/dx$ is enhanced for lower kinetic energy making the quenching more severe. The edge at 350 keV in the spectrum was from the Compton edge of the 480 keV $\gamma$-rays associated with the de-excitation of the $^7$Li$^\alpha$ plus the $\alpha$-peak energy.

As summarized in Table 3, the PC + POP + POPOP + TMB liquid scintillator prepared has comparable performance as the commercial scintillator (see footnote 3). The cost is much reduced, an essential requirement for developing large system. However, both of them do not exhibit PSD capabilities to differentiate neutron capture events from background $\gamma$s at this low light yield.

To achieve low-energy PSD [16,17], a solute with long decay time constant (9 ns as compared to the 1–2 ns for other solutes), 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA: C$_{26}$H$_{18}$) was added to the solution.
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the $^{241}$Am/Be neutron source and liquid scintillator mixture with 10 g/l of DPA. Two bands corresponding to proton and electron recoils can be seen at high energy. The big blob at 50 keV energy corresponded to the $\alpha + ^7\text{Li}^*$ from the neutron capture events. There was a change of slope between the low- and high-energy portion of the upper band because they were due to different processes: neutron capture and proton recoil, respectively. The $M_{\text{psd}}$ spectrum at the capture energy is shown in Fig. 13, where $M_{\text{psd}} = 0.8$. The $\gamma$ peak was due to the 60 keV X-rays from the $^{241}$Am source.

The effects on the performance parameters, due to variation in DPA concentration were studied and the results are displayed in Fig. 14. The relative light yield and PSD performance at the neutron capture energy range were measured with the PC + PPO + POPOP scintillator solution mixed with 50% TMB by volume (corresponding to about 1% $^{10}$B by weight). The average BAL was obtained with the PC + PPO + POPOP solution without TMB, to decouple the unstable effects of TMB in the light transmission. It can be seen that there is substantial improvements in PSD as DPA concentration increases. The $\gamma$ and $\alpha + ^7\text{Li}^*$ peaks in the PSD-spectra became distinguishable when DPA concentrations were above 3 g/l (which gave $M_{\text{psd}} > 0.3$). Light yield was reduced only slightly.

Fig. 12. The scattered plot of $Q_5$ versus $Q_1$ from a PC + PPO + POPOP + DPA + TMB solution exposed to neutron source, showing different response to $\gamma$, $\alpha$ and protons.

Fig. 13. Measured PSD spectrum of the PC + PPO + POPOP + DPA liquid scintillator loaded with 1.0% $^{10}$B by weight: $\gamma$ from $^{241}$Am (60 keV) and $\alpha + ^7\text{Li}$ from the neutron capture of $^{10}$B (50 keV).

Fig. 14. The variation of relative light yield, average bulk attenuation length and PSD performance with DPA concentration, in the PC + PPO + POPOP + TMB solution.
However, the enhancement in PSD was at the expense of light transmission. The short BAL was due to strong absorptions of DPA at wavelength below 420 nm, while the emission peak of the liquid was only at 436 nm and hence greatly affected by the tails of the absorption spectra.

The PSD performance of various liquid scintillator mixtures over a wide energy range using the $^{241}$Am/Be neutron source has been studied. The results are depicted in Fig. 15 for the PC + 4 g/l PPO + 10 mg/l POPOP + 50% TMB solution, as well as for those with additions of 60 g/l NPT or 10 g/l DPA. It can be seen that $M^2_{psd}$ is proportional to the energy (that is, PSD $\propto \sqrt{\text{No. p-Photoelectrons}}$), with the proportional constant depending on the solutes in the liquid. Solutions with DPA give the best PSD at low energies (the neutron capture range of 50 keV), while those with NPT enhance the PSD capabilities at higher energy.

5. Feasibility for large-scale detector systems

The results presented above indicate that large-scale (tons in mass or meters in dimension) deployment of a boron-loaded liquid scintillator is possible if one does not require PSD capabilities for the neutron capture events. Using the scintillators described in Table 3, high-energy neutrons can slow down via proton recoils which give PSD signatures, and within a delay time scale of less than 5 µs, will be captured generating an event with 50 keV electron-equivalence energy which does not have PSD information.

However, for applications where PSD tags for the neutron capture events are necessary, there are several hurdles making a large detector system based on boron-loaded liquid scintillator difficult and impractical.

1. The “electron-equivalence” energy of the neutron capture by $^{10}$B is only about 50 keV, as depicted in Fig. 11. The PSD at such a low light yield is extremely difficult, and requires additions of DPA which degrades light transmission. A different solute which has comparable long decay-time constant as DPA but with less severe absorption at 420 nm has to be identified. The background at this low energy – and the typical X-ray range – is also a major concern.

2. The chemical TMB is extremely hygroscopic. On exposure to air, it turns into boric acid (a white powder) immediately, via the reaction

$$(\text{CH}_3)_3\text{BO}_3 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{B(OH)}_3 + 3\text{CH}_3\text{OH}$$

which severely affects the light transmission. Placing in an open container in the laboratory, the attenuation length of the TMB-loaded scintillator degrades from meters to centi-meters in the time-scale of minutes. Elaborate purification and circulation systems have to be constructed for large-volume applications.

3. The neutron capture by $^{10}$B is accompanied by the emission of a 480 keV $\gamma$-ray with a branching ratio of 94%. This photon, if it re-interacts at the same cell as the neutron capture, will severely affect the PSD capabilities, especially so when the electron-equivalence light yield for the $\alpha + ^7\text{Li}$ system is only about 50 keV. This effect was studied with a full simulation and the results are displayed in Fig. 16, which shows the probability of the 480 keV $\gamma$ giving more than 50 keV of energy within the same circular cell as a function of cell radius. It can be seen that the contamination is as high as 60% for a cell radius of 10 cm.
Fig. 16. Simulated contamination probability from the 480 keV $\gamma$-rays, as a function of radius for a long cylindrical detector with length much larger than its diameter.

6. Conclusion

Boron-loaded liquid scintillator may have some attractive features as an electron anti-neutrino detector. The concentration of $^{10}$B can be much higher than other good neutron capture isotopes. The feasibility of realizing a large-scale detector system based on this technique was explored. A scintillator which can be used in large system and with comparable performance as a commercial one was developed. Both scintillators give electron-equivalence light yield of about 50 keV for neutron capture events, but do not show PSD signatures at this low energy. PSD for such events was realized with the addition of the solute 9,10-diphenylanthracene, but at the expense of greatly deteriorating the light transmission. Several technical hurdles have to be overcome before such an approach can be adopted in a large-scale detector system which requires PSD capabilities for the neutron capture events.
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